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Sajewski .Elected To Student Council Presidency
•
G·uarant eed AnnuaI .~ Wage T op1~
•
For Verk amp D eba t ers T on1g
Six Philopedians .To Compete For Gold Medal;
Debate One OJ Xavier's Oldest Annual Eve11,ts
_The annual Verkamp Debate will be held this evening at
8:00 p.m. in the Albert D. Cash Memorial Room. The 3-man
teams will debate on this year's intercollegiate topic, the
guaranteed annual wage. Each debater will give a ten-minute
constructive speech and later·a five-minute rebuttal. A judging
committee will select the best
debater of the six, and the winner will be awarded the gold
Verkamp Debate Medal at the
Honors Convocation on May 7.
Those participating in this
y ea r's debate
a re Bill Glueck, Frank
Conneighton, Bob Manley, Frank Ham e 1, Thomas
Kerver, and
Richard Mennen. Chairman
of the event is
W a Y n e Fehr. Chairman Fehr
The Verkamp
Debaters were · elected by the
membe1·s of the Poland Philopedian Debating Society as the
six best debaters in the Society.
The Ver'Kamp Debate is one of
Xavier's oldest traditions. It was
begun in 1902 and has been an
annual event at Xavier ever
since, except for the World War
II years. The gold medal is provided by a fund set up by the
late Joseph B. Verkamp.
Immediately following the debate, a social will take place.
Tickets for the debate may be
purchased from any member of
the Philopedian Debating Society.
All students are invited.

ROTC Inspection Team To Visit
Campus- For Regiment Review
Monday, April 30, is annualfimilita~y classes, in.spect all in.
t'
d y for the Xavier ilstallations, and review the Regmspec ion .a
.
iment at 1:30 p.m.
~OTC Regimen~. An mspecHeading the team is Col. Mertion team appointed by the ton Singer, PMS&T at the Unicommanding general of the versity of Pennsylvania. He will
Second Army will arrive on be assisted by Lt. Col. Joseph V.
campus at 8 a.m. and conduct a Chaufty of Bucknell university,
day-long inspection of the unit. Major Leonard 0. Peterson from
They will tour the campus, visit Gettysberg college, and Chief
Warrant Officer ·James C. Baltes
from Pennsylvania Military college.
_
-All cadets will march in the
regiment review and parade at
"Xavier Presents," under the 1: 30 p.m. Uniforms should be
direction of· Rev. James V. Mc- worn on campus all day, and
Cummiskey, S.J., assistant dean, must be worn to all .military
will present a college variety classes as well at to the drill
show over WCPO-TV tomorrow period. Lt. Col. Jesse H. Brown,
PMS&T bas reminded all cadets
from_ 12: 30 to 1 p.m.
The show will feature student of the necessity of having unitalent from the colleges of forms cleaned and pressed, of
Greater CinciMati. Tom Walsh, being clean shaven and wellwho was master of ceremonies groomed, and of obsering all
at the Dorm Council's Stunt military courtesy regulations as
Night, will emcee the program. are required in the Corps ReguI
Jake Rupert, senior football lations.
player of Xavier, will provide 9fn previous years, Xavier has
the comedy routine.
received very high ratings in its
Nancy Kuhlman, Judy Disney, annual inspections, which have
and Mary Anne Rinehart will reflected very favorably on the
harmonize to -the combo music school as a whole, and on the
provided by Joe McCarthy, News members of the ROTC. The milicolumnist, a n d h i s Melody tary staff is anticipating similar
results this year.
Kni1hts.

College Varieties
To Highlight Show

Record Tur11,out Decides Next Year's' Officers;
17 olle, Sella, Slwy To Head Respective Classes

Four representatives of the class of 1957 were returned
to office as next year's senior class officers in the Student
ht~ Council elections held Monday and Tuesday. Ed Sajewski,
a junior from Chicago and present treasurer of Council, has
been elected to serve as president of Council next year. Tom
------------------------Volle was selected by the members of his class to act as president of next year's senior class.
Volle is a pre-med student who
was graduated from Cincinnati's
St. Xavier High. Marine Corps
veteran John Murray will return
to Council next fall as secretary
for tne senior class. Money handler fo1· the class of '57 will be
treasurer-elect Tim Garry, present secretary of Council.
Next year's junior class will
be represented ....
by Purcell - ·
High graduate ~
Bill S e n a as '. : ·
p·resident. An- :..
dy Guschwan, "
a C 1evc1 and
boy and member of The
News staff,
will act as
vice-presSajewskl
ident for the
·class of '58. Accounting major
Gerry Vonder Muelen is the secretary, while Deddo Lynn, presently a member of Council, was
elected treasurer.
Another Clevelander was chosen to head the class of 1959 in
Council next year. Harry Shay,
an Army veteran, was elected
president for next year's sophomore class. Terry Lautenbach, a
local boy and preseritly a member of Council, was chosen vicepresident. Assistant editor of the
Xavier Musketeer, Don BamSCENE OF MAY DAY DEDICATION
horst, captured the post of secretary,
while George Haas, another
Xavier's student body will formally dedic;ate the month of May
present Council member, squeekto the Blessed Virgin on Tuesday, May 1 at 1:30 p.m.
ed through to grab the treasurThe dedication, which is an annual event at Xavier, will take er's office for next year.
place before the Shrine of Our Lady. This is the first time in several
In the races for the various
years that the dedication has been held at a time when all students
cl~airmanships, Bill Douthitt, .a
may attend it. All 1:30 classes on Tuesday will be dismissed so that
junior from Columbus, Ohio and
students may take part in the ceremony.
president of the Buckeye. Club,
The dedication ce1·emony wifl commence with a solemn proces- was voted to be Social chairman
sion of the Blessed Sacrament from Bellarmine Chapel to the shrine. for Council. Jim Sammons will
Members of the Sodality, which is sponsoring the dedication, will assist Douthitt as assistant social
form a living rosary and lead the assembled students through the chairman, by virtue of a close
five decades of worship to the Blessed Virgin Mary.
victory. An HAB man succeeded
After the rosary, Bruno Wolff, News senior editor, will speak in capturing the athletic chairto the students on the significance of the Feast of St. Joseph the manship. Dick Ulmer, a Chicago
Worker, which will be celebrated for the first time this year. Tom St. Ignatius product, will serve
Kerver, News senior editor, will give a succinct explanation of the in that position next year.
theme, "Our Lady, Queen of May." The service will be closed with
This year's election is one of
Benediction of t.he Blessed Sacrament.
the best on record. The vote was
Dave Zwick, prefect of the Sodality, stated, "The whole dedi- one of the highest ever recorded·
cation ceremony can be a succes only if there is an en masse attend- in a student election, totaling
ance of the student body."
752 votes. This total represents
approximately 65 percent of the
electorate. The freshman class
alone provided 341 of its number,
about 75 to 80 percent of the
class.

Month Of May To Be Dedicated
To Blessed Virgi11 By St11de11ts

Trial Compromise Reached In
Ledgewood Parl{ing Dispute
An agreement between representatives of Xavier University
and residen'ts of Ledgewood avenue has been reached with regard!
to student parking on the east side of Ledgewood between Herald
avenue and Victory parkway.
Seventeen Ledgewood families had petitioned the City of Cincinnati to ban parking in front of their houses. Rev. Patrick H.
Ratterman, S.J., dean of men, and Mr. Irvin F. Beumer, business
manager, appeared with petitioners oefore the Traffic Committee
of the Cincinnati Council last Monday.
At the outset of the hearing, the Xavier representatives made
it clear that they understood the inconvenience and dangers involved
in the present parking arrangement. Fr. Ratterman expressed
interest in an equitable solution which would protect the rights of
Ledgewood residents.
,,.
Although Fr. Ratterman admitted the reasonableness of a total
ban on parking on the disputed block, a trial compromise was
agreed upon by both the petitioners and Xavier through the medi(Coritinued on Pa1e 9) .

No Potent Drinks
For "Frosh Frolic"
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman,
S.J., dean of men, has issued a
reminder to the freshmen who
will attend the ''Frosh Frolic"
tonight, that "the university
rules forbid the possession or
drinking of beverages of more
than 3.2 percent alcoholic content
at university socials and dances.
Any student who reserves a
table for his friends and guuts,
must necessarily assume responsibility of controllinc the situation at the table he hu reaer'Nd."
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Orderly Accomplishme.nt
very Christian recognizes that each of his weakn~sses !epresents a potential strength. Much strength is gamed
when one overcomes a weakness.
Similarly our Student Council has brilliantly overcome
weaknesses of previous election practices during the conduction of the poll early this week. Previously, elections have
been a sore spot, but no longer does anyone have reason to
criticize election practices. The Board of Elections, under CoChairman Ed Durkin and Harold Baumeister, did a remarkably fine job- in the administration of the election.
We seriously doubt that there has ever been a college
election on any campus which was run any. better .than the
Xavier election of this week. Everyone associated with Council deserves a great deal of credit for a job which was excep·
tionally well done.
We hope to see this fre:;h and energe~ic spirit of o.r~e!lY
accomplishment manifested m all of Council's future activities.
Throughout the past several months we have stressed the
importance of proper procedures in student government.
Throughout this period we premised all of our statements on
the belief that our councilman could do an excellent job once
they were moved by sufficient determination to show the
university how things should really be run. Let us trust that
this determination will carry over with the installation of
new councilmen.

E

'11•~14:

Author De.fends Two-Party System
By Nick Jffeisser the facts of the case. In a repreMany people take great pride sentative government there are
in being independent. In most three possibilities: one party, two
instances this is a most laudable parties, or many parties. Look at
virtue. However, it becomes pos- any country with one party and
itively un-American at times. you will see a totalitarian state.
Ours is a government of two Every dictator needs a highly
political parties, and there is centralized party which cannot
room for every thinking person risk opposition. Some of them
in one or the other.
have encouraged what seems to
In a national election an inde- be opposition, but this is nothing
pendent vote is an ineffective more than a feeble attempt to
vote. A large number of these attain respectability in the eyes
could bring irreparable damage of the world. Where there is only
to our system of government. one party, there is no -freedom.
Democracy, as we understand it, Everyone must be a member, at
could not exist with less than least in name. It is clear then,
two parties, nor could ·it exist that· we do not want a one party
with more than two.
system.
If the preceding paragraph
The next possibility is the
seems rather strong, let's consider multi-party system. By this
1

Questions and Answers
few days ago we were engaged in conversation with a
student from an eastern college. He took great delight
in his belief that truth cannot be found and that the only
activity that appeals to the intellect is the playful analysis
of problems.
It appears that this young man has a particularly unrewarding attitude towards his education. It is hard to imagine
a more frustrating occupation than the constant search for
something that you are convinced you shall never :find.
Fortunately, the intellectual activity at Xavier is geared
to the conviction that it is possible to :find truth; that is, the
mind is able to grasp metaphysical reality. However, this
belief is of such intensity that frequently there is almost blind
adherance to answers to questions without adequate concern
for the problems involved in questions.
Our point is, that too :frequently we are satisfied with
truth which we do not understand. For example, a routine
answer to philosophical and social questions is: "St. Thomas
says ... ,'' or "The Pope says ... "We hold scholarly authorities in the highest esteem; nonetheless, we believe that college
students should not only see what authorities say, but should
also seek to :find the reasons behind their opinions and to
relive the intellectual experiences which authorities underwent in the formulation of their opinions.
If there is one disadvantage to Catholic education, it is
the ease with which students acquire truth. We are blessed
with the guidance of great intellectual predecessors who have
made truth an important part of our heritage. But this ease
with which we are led to truth tends to reduce our appreciation for it and actually induces us to lazily accept it without
consciously understanding it.
It is not only important lhat we continue to concentrate
on the proper answers to important questions, but it is equally
important that we concentrate on the implications of the
problems contained in these issues. Anyone can confidentally
accept the word of a recognized authority. But to accept the
opinion of an authority without some attempt to relive his
analytical experiences is to cultivate the collapse of Christian
scholarship.

A

Interest Stimulated
This has been a good year for the Poland Philopedian Del bating Society. Tonight is the closing debate, the winner
of which will receive the Verkamp medal.
The most outstanding event in the past debate season was
the Robert S. Marx National Intercollegiate Debate Tournament which brought schools to Cincinnati from all over the
nation. This event brought two resolutions of commendation
from the Xavier Student Council and a resolution of commendation from the Council of the City of Cincinnati.
Although the Philopedians did expend great efforts on the
management of this national tournament, it would never have
been possible if it had not been for the generosity and interest
of a remarkably charming gentleman of the Cincinnati Bar.
Judge Marx did a great deal towards the stimulation of interest in intercollegiate debate through his sponsorship of this
tournament. He has contributed to the cultivation of a great
aspect of the training of young America.
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method no one receives a majority of seats in the national legislature. This has only one result:
it makes effective government
impossible. New coalitions are
formed daily and old ones are
broken. This impossible situation
has reduced France to a second
rate power in world . affairs.
Italy, and other European nations,
have had most unfortunate experiences with this arrangement.
It would be a calamity if the
United States were to become
embroiled in the labyrinth of
several political parties.
The only solution is to have
two parties. This permits effective democratic government in
every sense. It has proven itself
successful in the United States
and in Great Britain. While the
one is in power, the other maintains constant vigilance and
strong opposition. There is always a clear line of responsibility. Both houses of our congress
are organized along party lines.
Every congressman has the re·
sponsibility to uphold the platform of his party. There is, of.
course, and ought to be, difference of opinion within each
party, but there must be enough
unity to enable action.
All of this is intended to remind you "independents" that
parties are important. Two parties. Only a united group of persons can accomplish anything.
Only chaos can result from a collection of independent people
who do not agree.

Music Notes
By Conrad Donako1vski

Symphony orchestras and
their patrons are stuffy and
outdated. Perhaps that's the
opinion we'd get if we chose
up sides for and against these
venerable institutions and count ..
ed noses.
Counting pros and cons isn't a
reliable truth-finder but some·
thing must engender this opinion, be it true or false, in the
noticeable many who hold it.
We might say that they've
never been to a top-flight concert, or, having gone, they didn't
know what to look for.
Well, most likely somebody
merely told them to go-"those
in the know go"- and not beinr
as honest as some who found
nothing worthwhile, some remain
on the baml (011era-or-what-have·
you) wagon till the end of the
1>arade, complacently sure that
they are true patrons of true art.
The stuffed shirts fool themselves more than anybody by not
realizing that fine music, like
fine art, is expression in superb
workmanship of something truly
human and beautiful. Understanding the art takes more than
a nod of the head. If one's ex ..
pression of musical taste is only
superficial he is no more intelligent than one who would em ..
phasize purely animal rhythms
and -passions in sound.
Here in Cincinnati the Orchestra has· just finished a good season. But more is expected if the
organization hopes to rate fulfillment of the claim to a "Season of Distinction" printed on
the front of this year'~ pr.ogram.
The orchestra was good-it's one
of America's major symphonies-::but there was no. consistent improvement over last year's quality.
...

..

Josef Krips, May Festival music
director, has been In Cincinnati
for the past two weeks and has
rehearsals well under way for
the coming choral festival.

DOWN

FRONT

By lUayo Mohs

"The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit," the film version
of Sloan Wilson's best-selling novel, came to Keith's Theater
a week or so ago on the heels of a prize-fight picture.
In the fight picture, the punches were too heavy and too
melodramatic to be believed.
In the current one, oddly, a
film about a public relations
man, they are rather uncomfortably pulled.
Actually, aside from its end
result, the movie is quite good.
Its widely-diversified elements,
which take an ex-paratrooper
businessman from the South
Pacific jungle to Madison avenue
-from a liaison in wartime Italy
to an inherited mansion in Connecticutt-make for marvelous
entertainment.
If the scope of these elements
can only be satisfied in an overlong picture, it is nonetheless an
interesting one; if their sensational aspects make the picture's
hero somewhat less than representative of his class, they make
him a great deal more fascinating.
The acting in the film is generally competent, with WriterDirector Nunnally Johnson getting good performances from a
stableful of stars-Gregory Peck,
Lee J. Cobb, Marisa Pavan,
Arthur O'Connell, Keenan Wynn,
and Fredric March. Miss Pavan
and Mr. March take honors for
their roles, respectively, of the
girl in the war and the executive
in the rat race.
Jennifer Jones, who does an
overblown characterization of
the Connecticut housewife, takes
nothing. Hers is the only performance that is measurably bad.
For all of its technicolored
merits, however, the picture's
whole, as the book's, does not

measure up to the promise hinted
in its ·better parts.
Delicious barbed comments on
the junior executive's plight are
too. soon dulled by rosy clinches,
serious problems are too soon
resolved in a hasty telephone
call. Real difficulties are made
to stand up against petty dissatisfactions.
And in the end, the light coat
of gray so magnanimously applied
to the film's major characters
seems much less an understanding of human ambiduity than it
is whitewash.

• • •

ASIDES:
Elsewhere in town are a
sprightly but short British spoof
on the twenties, "The Boy
Friend," and Orson Welles' old
classic about a William Randolph
Hearst-like character, "Citizen
Kane." Both could well be worth
your attention.

JAZZ

I

College students who are professional musicians ai·c eligible
for the National Collegiate Jazz
Contest, sponsored by the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. Information
with regard to the contest can
be obtained from Bill Hocter,
president of Student Council, or
from the Wurlitzer Music Workshop, 522 Fifth Ave., New York
36, N.Y. The winning jazz group
will make a guest appearance on
Steve Allen's "Tonight" show on
May 25.
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New Look In Evidence As Math-Physics Get Super Face Lift
OJ/ices, Library, Lt1bs
Meet Long-Standing Need

Deadline Set For
Filing Applications

By Ron Wilke
Expansion with a capital E can
be applied to the physics and
mathematics departments: This'
all started with the renovation
of the lecture room 54 in Albers
Hall. This formerly old 40 seat
room has been converted into a
very modernistic room. The
lighting and acoustics have been
improved by nearly 100 percent.
The windows are equipped with
mechanical shades whereby the
entire room may be darkened
for projection purposes.
Second Floor Expansion
There has been further expansion on the second floor of
Albers Hall. This too is part of
the physics and mathematics
departments. The once old store
room in the physics and mathematics departments · has been
converted into offices of the
mathematics department, a scientific library, and an advanced
physics laboratory.
Viewed from the entrance of
the office the new library is to
the right. The shelves are gradually being filled with physics
and math books. Next comes the
large divided office of the mathematics department. New calculators are being purchased so
as to add rapidly to the solution
of problems.
Senior Thesis Lab
Last in order is a large advanced lab, which houses many
electronic devices-nuclear, scaler, audio generators, oscilloscopes
and many devices which are
needed to perform advance experiments. At present the lab is
being used by seniors mostly as
a place for work on their theses.
This entire project was badly
needed, since it provides for
more class rooms and undergraduate labs and permits the physics
and mathematics offices to be
separated. The completed additions will cost several thousand
dollars.

Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, dean
of the graduate school and chairman of the department of education, has announced that applications for state teaching certificates must be filed by May 15.
Application forms may be obtained at the Graduate Office in
Albers Hall. All students who
will complete the requirements
for the teaching certificates by
the end of this semester or by
the end of the second summer
session are urged to file one of
these applications.

Brock111an Hall
To Be Dedicated

f' . '. '
-~~:.:~)'

-

Ammeters and oscilloscopes come under scrutiny in the new Senior Thesis Lab in the physics department. Pictured above are .Mr. William l\farcaccio ancl Mr. Eugene J. Cordier (standing), instruct~rs in
physics and mathematics, assisting seniors Paul Regensburger and Edward Jacobs. Photo by Karches

Harntonizers Needed For
Summer Apostolic Worli

Mexico University
Offers Course Of
Summer Study

By Jolin Groning, Nervs Associate Editor
'·
Young men who can sing quartet harmony are wanted for
five weeks of lay apostolate work this summer. The singers'
voice need not be particularly good, but his ability to sing in
harmony is especially necessary.
Rev. Joseph A. O'Connel and Rev. Charles Schirmer, Glen-

Students of this university will
have a chance to travel to Mexico this summer and to earn
credits towards graduation. This
is made possible by a program
of studies designed for American
exchange students at the Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico City.
The university sponsors two
summer sessions. The first -begins
June 11 and ends July 20; the
second commences July 23 and
ends Aug. 31. For these classes
Spanish is the vernacular and
English the colloquial.
Additional information about
the university and its summer
session program can be obtained
from Dr. Matias Vega, assistant
director of the Institute of Hispanic Studies.

mary missioners, need young men
who can meet the above qualifications to assist them on their
annual pilgrimages through the
South as "Christ Week Tent
Preachers."
Two five week pilgrimages,
one commencing on June 5 and
the other on July 10, will be made
through Virginia, southern Kentucky, the Carolinas, and Georgia. The lay apostles, who will
travel by truck and will spend
A conference on labor-man- their nights in rectories, will ·
one week in· each of five
agement relations, sponsored spend
towns.
by the Department of Econ24-Hour Job
omics and Business of Xavier
Work will be a 24 hours-a-day,
University, will be held in seven-days-a-week proposition.
the ballroom of the Hotel Alms Du.ties of the lay apostles will
on May 9. The conference will classify him as a jack-of-all
commemorate the silver anniver- trades. He will put up posters
sary of the publication of the and circulate handbills, set up
important social encyclical "Qua- tents, chairs, and movie prodragesimo Anno" by Pope Pius jectors, make house to house
XI.
visits where Catholics are unThe purpose of the conference known; and sing at and help run
will be an examination by the evening prayer meetings.
leaders of education, industry,
All expenses of the trip will
and labor of the past, present, be paid by the Glenmary misand future influence of "Qua- sioners, but the pay of the lay
dragesimo Anno" on the highly apostolate will not be a pecuniary
industrialized society ·· of the but a spiritual reward.
twentieth century. Outstanding
The lay apostleship will beneleaders in the .fields of management, labor, and social action will
be the guest speakers.

Educators, Labor,
Industry, Discuss
Papal Encyclical

Requests Confab
The conference, sponsored as
result of a request of the Most
Rev. Karl J. Alter, D.D., archbishop of Cincinnati, will be one
of the featured event:l in the
year-long observance ot the !25th
anniversary of Xavier.
Rev. Clifford S. Besse, S.J.,
assistant professor of economics,
is chairman in charge of arangements for the conference. Student.& interested in attending it
should contact Mr. Philip H. C.
Mcintyre, instructor of economics
and accounting, at the graduate
office.

J

The Brockman Hall Council
will sponsor a formal dedication
of Brockman Hall to the Blessed
Virgin Mary on Tuesday, May 1,
at 7:00 p.m.
It will take place before the
statue of the Blessed Virgin in
the recreation room of the Hall.
After the dedication ceremony,
there will be a recitation of the
rosary and public Benediction of
the Holy Sacrament.
A social for those attending
the ceremony will ·be held.
Arrangements for the May Day
dedication ceremonies are being
handled by junior Bob Jones and
senior Walt Mccollough.

NOW THE FAMOUS
AS MENTIONED IN

GONDOLA SANDWICH

POST
@~~ffi(I

-------- - - - - - - - - fit the· lay apostlate, America,
and Christ. The lay apostle will
garner for himself an unfcirgettable and interesting experience
and a repayment to Christ for
the benefits Christ has given
him. America will benefit because of an increased understanding and appreciation of the
backwoods people for the lay
apostle and of the apostle for
these people.
Of primary importance is the
benefit of the pilgrimage for
Christ. Not only do the apostles
effect conversions (an average of
200 sign up for instructions each
year) but also a breaking down
of anti-Catholic prejudice is
effected in an area where Catholics are frequently hated.
Benefits For All
Xavier students interested in
reaping .the benefits of the lay
apostleship for themselves and
Christ should contact Fr. O'Connell or Fr. Schirmer by calling
Prinston 1-800 or Rev. John J.
Wenzel, S.J., chairman of the
department of theology, or Rev.
Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., dean
of men, at their office in North
Hall.

"'rh•

NoblHt Sandwkh
of Them All"
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XU Nine Blasted By_ Buckeyes In Twin
Wildness 0/ Pitchers, Grade School Fielding,
Cornbine To Send 'Muskies Down To De/eat
By Jack Cherry

Comment One-What's in store for football, '56-:-1 think
that a ll present last Sunday afternoon when the Xavier Mus·
Ioo k yery
keteers faced the All-Stars wi 11 agree t h a t t h mgs
bright for the coming season.
Although the Blue and White .did look a bit sloppy .in the
opening half, there were some bright spots; The play m the
final two stanzas was a pleasure to the eye of both Coach
Connelly and the fans alike.
·'
.
I was very much impressed with the play of the startmg
backfield. Roger Bertoia looked like a seasoned veteran as he
drove his charges for the first score. His choice of plays and
his fine passing was a deciding factor in the game. Bob Konkoly looks like the man to take the spot and fame of last year's
bull-dozer Don St. John. When it was foul'(th and three, Bob
came through every time. Both Myron Kilgore and Bill McCloskey looked in fine shape and should be tough next year.
Even though they were a bit out of sh~pe and charged
slow I doubt if Xavier will meet too many linemen as rough
and ~ugged as John Baele, Jack Skole and Co. next season.
This points out the fact that the front ~even men did a fine
job, as there were holes big en?u~h to dn~e trucks through on
many occasions. It would be difficult to smgle out any one or
two men as standouts, since there were many more than that.
Even more impressive than the first team was the· fact
that Mick Connelly should have enough good bench strength
to give the regulars the much needed rest in the type of game
played today. I doubt very much if the starting eleven played
half of the game.
Next year's ten game picture is going to be tough, as
teams like Kentucky, Miami, Dayton, and UC produce fine
teams year after year. With the co?tinue~ spirit and des~re,
plus a few breaks, it wouldn't surprise me m the least to fmd
Xavier with an undefeated year and Mick Connelly with
another All-American Coaching award. That's my opinionwhat's yours?
Comment Two-A well deserved award-At halftime of
the Spring Game, it was my privilege to present the MVP
award to Jimmy Boothe. Although it takes more than one
player to win a ga~e, it i~ certain that Jim~y w_as very
instrumental in winmng quite a few games, with his sharp
eye and his cunning ability to draw fouls.
The MVP is indeed an honor for any Xavier player to
possess and Jim Boothe does this year's award as much justice
as the award does him.
Comment Three-X-Tras-Those of you who have honored the practice field during the spring session might have
noticed a group of strangers looking over the field. These men
represent the various professional teams and have interest in
a few of Xavier's warriors. Attention: Messers. Junker, Polich,
and Konkoly. ---Congratulations to Hal Pennington and
Gene Driscol along with their co-workers for the fine festival
this year. I'm sure that as the saying goes, "a good time was
bad by all."
(Hear John Haley, on "Xavier Chimes," Sat., 12:45 p.m. on WCKY)

Golfers Bow To UC Linkmen,
Win First Of Yea1· From UK
Even with the dubious aids of some polar bear weather
and icy winds, the Muskie linkmen still weren't able fo conquer their intra-city rivals. It was the third straight victory
for U.C.
A break in the weather on ler, 78-81. Joe Class sealed the
Monday found Lhe Muskie golfers day for U.C. as he beat Jim Kelavenging an early season loss to ler, 83-90. Best ball of this fourKentucky and posting their first some went to Cincinnati, 3-0.
victory of the '56 season. Backed Final score read Xavier, 8, U.C.,
with some low shooting by Tim 19.
Conliffe, Bob Lindenschmidt, Jim
Avenge Earlier Loss
Dunn, and Jim Sassens the X.U.
In the Kentucky contest, Tim
golfers beat the Kentucky WildConliffe led all participants with
cats, 151h-111h.
a tVio under par 70. He trounced
Bearcats Win
Hayden Spaulding of K.Y., 70-75.
In the Cincinnati game, Tim Xavier's Jim Dunn beat KenConliffe was just edged by Cin- tucky's Sam Mccandles, 75-80,
cy's Leroy Federle, 74-75. This and Matt Geiss dropped a close
match saw Federle and Conliffe one to Kentucky's Lloyd Bradposting the lowest scores of the ley, 78-83. John Bien was edged
day for their respective teams, by Kentucky's Bill Morton, 82-79.
while Jim Dunn and Denny The match was in doubt until
Straley of U.C., were tied with Bob Lindenschmidt and Jim
77 each. Best ball went to Cincy, Sassens wrapped up the package
3-0. John Bien of X.U. was beat- for the Muskies. Lindenschmidt
en, 82-76 by Bernard Jump. Bob beat Flynn of Kentucky in a
Lindenschmidt outshot Ken Lehr thrilling game, 80-81. Jim Sasof Cincy, 83-84. Best ball of that sens ended it for K.Y. as he defoursome went to U.C., 21h-1h. feated Gene Spragnes, 78-83. The
Matt Geiss posted the largest Muskie "green hounds" face the
margin of victory of the day for Dayton Flyers on Wednesday and
the Muskies as he beat Joe Zieg- Miami's Redskins on Friday.
\

The Xavier University baseball team lost both ends of a
double-header last Saturday to the defending Big Ten Champion, Ohio State, on th.e Ohio State field. Wildness on the, part
of the Musketeer pitching staff and the collapse of fielding
led to the downfall of the Muskies. This was their first loss of
the 1956 season. The Buckeyes
won both games by the identical
scores
18-2.
Withofone
man down in the
opening game, Dick Burkley
belted a triple and scored on a
wild pitch. Ellis walked, and
Last Tuesday evening heard
singles by Don Kelly and Schnathe dull bop-bop-bop of the fastbel produced another run. Xavier moving finals of the intramural
came back in the fourth to tie it handball tourney. Today either
up on a pair of walks, a hit batsAndie Gushwan or Jim Corbet
man, and a single, but the Bucks· will be champ. Jim Corbet seems
· came back in the fifth to bust to have a decisive advantage over
the game open with five walks, Gushwan on account of his exand a pair of hits good for six perience in various top-flight
runs and an 8-2 lead. Four runs collegiate tournaments. In the
in the sixth, two in the seventh semi-finals Gushwan beat Bill
and four more in the eighth Ferrier and Corbet eliminated
settled any question as to the Alvin Hudepohl in the first two
outcome. Galeon Cisco, OSU games of the set.
football star, received credit for
Table Tennis In Progress
the win, his third of the season.
Bill
Farley and Lou Taglia will
Capt. Ron Brickner was the
loser, his first set back of the vie for the table tennis championship. In this division of the
campaign.
intramural
program there seems
Same As Opener
to be a lack of interest on the
In the nightcap, shortened by
part of the student body, Taglia
darkness, it was the same story, reached the final round by winexcept that it took OSU only ning all his games by forfeit.
seven innings to total 18 runs. Farley only had to play one of
Eight errors, eight walks, and his three games. The other two
twelve hits is sufficient to win were also forfeited.
most any game and for Ohio
Softball Begins
State it was no exception. Xavier
This
week
the softball tournaled briefly when they scored in
ment
began.
The Gophers, Coythe first on 1two hits, a stolen
otes,
Fighting
Irish, Wolverines,
base, and an error, but the Bucks
plated four in their half of the All Stars, Cougars, Animals,
second. OSU came back in the Cardinals, Hilltoppers, Boilerthird and added nine more, then makers, Badgers, and the Cotadded five in the fifth. Don Kelly tages comprise a promising field
hit the only homer of the after- of competition.
Basketball is on its last leg.
noon in that five run outburst.
After the two · losses to Ohio Over thirty men have signed up
State, the Musketeer record reads to participate in the free throw
contest. The man making the
two wins and two losses.
most free throw out of twentyFace Cincinnati
five will be the winner.
Tomorrow afternoon the Musketeers entertain the Cincinnati
Bearcats at Xavier. Cincinnati
which will be returning from. a
Florida trip, has another strong
nine headed by such familiar
Athletic Director Al Stephen
names as Willie Ernst, Ron Ott, announced a ten game football
Jim Neiman, and "Magic Mike" schedule for the 1956 Musketeer
Football Team, 'including six
Murphy.
home contests.
The. Mus~ies will op_en their
campaign with the Pumas of St.
Jos~ph's Colleg_e of Rensselea~,
Indiana, and will conclude theu
After dropping their match to
schedule with the Wildcats of
the Wildcats of the University of
the University of Kentucky. In
Kentucky, 6-3, the Xavier netbetween, Xavier will continue
ters came back to blank Wilmingrivalry with the University of
ton, 9-0.
Cincinnati, Dayton, Miami of
John Shields, the present capOhio, Marshall, Louisille, and
tain of the Muskies, as well as the Quantico Marines. After a
Jim Brockoff, Lloyd Lill, Mike
year's absence, Ohio University
Mcconville and George Smith returns to the Xavier schedule
teamed together in the singles, and newcommers include St.
refusing to give Wilmington the . Joseph's and Colorado A&M,
consolation of winning a single winners of last seasons Sky-Line
set. The doubles was the same Conference.
story. The Muskies again took
all three points without the loss
of a set.
Xavier's match with the Maroons of Eastern was forfeited to
Xavier when Eastern failed to
show.

liu's Enter Final
Stages As Softball
Begins· Round One

1

Six Home Contests
On 1956 Schedule

------

Wilmington Bows To
Musketeer Netters

ST. XAVlER GRAD1
CAPTAINS TENNIS '1
The gentleman's a political
science major, plans to study
for the bar next year, and is
an eloquent speaker; he is
also the captain of the upand-coming Xavier University
tennis team. We're speaking here
of John Shields, one of the main
cogs in, Xavier's bid to make
their presence felt in the intercollegiate world.
Without Coach
It seems as though .tennis has
been somewhat in the background as far as sports are concerned. It was without its own
coach, as such, until four years
ago, but with a lot of spirit and
work on the part of those connected with it, tennis has come
of age the past two years.
Not the least responsible for
this 'has been Mr. Shields. John
came to Xavier by way of the
Jesuit farm-system-St. Xavier
High School in downtown Cincinnati. There he played both
basketball and tennis. He was on
the same racquet squad with the
present top Cincinnati singles
player, Bill Hadley, whom he
credits as giving him valuable
help in learning the game of
tennis.
Sat Out Senior Year
A bout with the pneumonia
bug and a two-and-one-half years
in Latin school added up to four
years of high school eligibility
by the end of his junior year.
Therefore, just. as his game was
beginning to reach its peak, he
had to sit on the sidelines and
watch his senior year.
John has been pretty much the
iron man of the tennis team the
past four years. During that
time, Xavier's opponents have
seen him as part of the opposition
in every game, and at times,
much to their chagrin.
Best Season
• Last year, as the Musketeers
won five of eleven matches for
one of their best records in the
racquet sport, Mr. Shields split
even in 22 singles and doubles
matches.
This year, Shields, the number
two singles man behind Jim

Base Ballers Lose;
Netters Victorious
Ohio University limited the
Musketeers to just two singles
while picking up six themselves
to defeat Xavier 1-0 in a pitchers'
duel last Wednesday.
That same afternoon, the netters defeated Marshall College
6-3 as Jim Brockhoff and George
~mith remained undefeated in
singles competition.

~===============
Too Important To Forget-

B1u11rin1'1 Ph1rm11y
The Drug Store Cloted To
Xa.me1" Univnntv

1618 Mont,omll'J' Bol4

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

MEirose 1-3109

THE SHIRT
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1818 Hont,o111117 ._.

· H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOodburn 1-2474
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eleven and four."
good idea at this
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remarkable clip.
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For lunches at Work or School • ••
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ICE CREAM
'------------------------··
as Healthful Food

HOMOGENIZED MILK
Senior Year
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(with Vitamin D)
As was stated above, John is a
political science major who will
graduate in June with a BS degree. He plans to start three years
of law school next year at the
University of Cincinnati. After
that he has no definite plans as
to his future.

They can't be beat
and Refreshing Dessert! At your Favorite
Food Store!.For Home Delivery call CHerry
5880, or ask your French-Bauer driverl

We Goofed

'P-14•&0"4 I

Last week The News incorrectly
stated , that Ron Brickner was a
graduate of Roger Bacon High
School. Actually, Brickner graduated from Elder High School.

I

BETTER DAIRY PRODUCTS SINCE 1842
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• When Winston came along, college smokers finally got flavor - full,
rich, tobacco flavor - in a filter cigarette! Along with this finer flavor,
Winston also brings you an exclusive filter that works so well the flavor really
gets through to you. Join the switch to Winston - ,and enjoy filter smoking!
fl, J, lll~YNOL.DS TOBACCO CO,, WtNaTON•llALIU•, N, C,

(}

WINSTON
~l\Jo.1
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News. Mrs. Fred Bohlen, a member of the Archdiocesan Council
Miss Janeen Cochran, secreof the Catholic Women's Speakers tary and administrative assistant
ing in the Student Activities Bureau, will be the featured to the Dean, is recuperating from
Room at North Hall.
- speaker of the afternoon session, .. a recent automobile accident.
The purpose of the meeting exploring the topic 'The Student The accident occured last week
will be the determination of the Writer and the Lay Apostolate." at t.he corner of Montgomery and
policy to be proposed at the ~rrangem~nts for the conven- Kenwood roads. Miss Cochran
na tional convention of the tion are m the charge of Mr. who suffered no permanent inNFCCS wh.ich will be held this William ' C. Schaefer, S.J., of juries, is expected to return to
summe1'. at Cleveland, Ohio.
St. Xavier High School, presi- Xavier in about a week.
dent
of the Association.
• • •

Miss Cochran OK

Campus Glances
Frosh To Frolic
Tonight the freshmen will
promenade avec leurs femmes
at the "Frosh Frolic," an exclusive dance for freshmen at
the Kenwood Country Club
from 9:00 p.m. to the wee hour
of 1:00 a.m.
To the harmonies and orchestrations of Charlie Kehrer and
his band, the frosh will cavort
in Terpsicorian activity. The
mode of dress will be semi-formal and those who are to attend
the frolic are asked by the dance
committee not to purchase corsages for their Jungfrauen. Tkkets are $3.00 per couple and
may be purchased from the committeemen or at the dance.
Members of the planning committee for the dance include
Terry Lautenbach, chairman; Jim
Foster, Mike Anderson, Bill Yott,
John Young, Bob McLaughlin,
Buck Blessing, Jerry Turner,
Jerry Rowe, Tom Curran, and
George Hess.
This is the first time in the
history of Xavier University that
the freshmen have sponsored a
dance exclwively reserved for
freshmen. Te r r y Lautenbach,
chairman of the frolic's planning
committee, said, "The full support of the freshmen is necessary
to make this dance a success. If
the frolic iii a success, as I and
the members of the committee
feel it will be, it is almost certain that the class of 1959 will
have established a new annual
and traditional event at this university."

• • •

• • •
In The Red

Laine Ducks Hold

Meeting; Numerous
Topics Discussed
Rev. Vincent C. Horrigan,
S.J., faculty moderator of the
Poland Philopedian Debating
Society, ~as commended for
the performances of the de-

baters by the Student Council in
a "lame duck" session of Council
Twelve Sodalists have respond- on Monday of this week.
Tomorrow, The News will play
host to the annua1 convention· of
Al Cash, senior class president, ed to the request of Rev. John J.
Council also passed a resoluthe Catholic Advisers' Press recently expressed concern that Wenzel, S.J., a chairman of the tion commending the Board of
Association of Greater Cincin- red check marks in the payment department of theology and Elections for its handling of the,
moderator of the· Sodality, for Student Council elections which
nati. The day's program will get column on the
catechists.
underway with registration be- honor roll for
were held in South Hall this
The catechists will assist the past Monday and Tuesday.
ginning at 9: 30 a.m. The Holy the senior class
parish priests of St. Joseph's
Sacrifice of the Mass will be gift a re relaWhile on the subject of the
Church in the instruction of the elections, Student Council Prescelebrated in Bellarmine Chapel tively fe\v
basic truths of the Catholic ident Bill Hoctor noted that
at 10: 00 a.m. following registra- when comfaith. The Sodality catechists Tom Kerver, senior editor of The
tion. At 11: 00 a.m., in the Cash pared to the
are Bob Creighton, Jack Davis, News, had observed about 25
Memorial Room, Bob Manley, red
chec'k
Andy Guschwan, Al Fritsch, students who came to the voting
editor-in-chief of The News, will marks in the
Eugene Hirschberg, Ed Menes, booths without any identification.
offically welcome the delegates pledge column
Bob Novak, John Pennington,
to the convention at the open- of the roll.
Ed Sajewski gave a partial
Bob Rappa!, Cleta Rial, Stan report on the Junior Prom. A
ing session.
Al s t .a t e d, Check Checker
Seifried,. and Stan Weber.
Following luncheon at the "The red checks
full report will be given at the
I
e
•
•
Student Union, six panels of are tangible evidence of the sennext Council meeting.
local newspaper figures will dis- iors' loyalty to Xavier and genTim Garry, Student Council
cuss the problems encountered erosity in the senior class gift
Dean John C. Fitzgerald of the secretary, was directed by Presby the high school news writers. fund. I suggest that seniors en- Loyola university School of Law ident Bill Hoctor to write a letThe final get together of the day deavor to pay their pledges be- will visit Xavier, Friday, May 4. ter to the Hotel Netherland
will be highlighted by the pres- fore the payment is made more Dean Fitzgerald will be available Plaza, protesting the lack of
entation of awards for the best difficult by expenses for gradu- for interviews in the Cash Room beer at the Junior Prom. Garry
news articles, as judged by Tom ation."
from 1 :30 to 3 :30 p.m., one week said that the beer ran out about
Kerver, senior editor of The
10:30 p.m.
from today.
•

News Host

Sodalists Respond

Loyola Visits

•

•

• • •
President Elected

Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., president, has been elected
to memb11rship of the executive
committee of the college and university department of the National Catholic Educational Association. He will serve a four year
term on the committee which
meets quarterly.

J
'·-

WHAT'S_\

THIS~

For solution see
paragraph below.

• • •
McCoy Heads North

Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, dean
of the graduate division, will be
one of 50 educators, from all parts
of the country, to take part in a
special three-day conference at
Marquette University, Milwaukee,
Wis., Mar. 8 'to the 10.
The conference theme will be
"The Role of the Independent
School in American Democracy."
The purpose of the conference
will be an evaluation of the contribution of the independent
sch0ol and an exploration of the
major problems facing it today.
Papers presented at the meeting and comments on these papers
will be published in book form.

• • •
Fly Boys Interview

Today Lt. Donald E. Rogers of
the U.S. Air Force will 'be on
campw; to interview students
interested in being pilots. 'rime
for the interview will be from
9 a.m. to 4: 30 p.m. in South Hall.

• • •
Book Lovers Grateful

Mrs. Nelson Matthews, chairman of publicity for the Booklovers' Club, recently stated that
the card party sponsored by the
Booklovers at the Fenwick Club,
April 17 was a "grand success."
The sp~ial award, a card table
and four matching chairs, was
won by Mrs. U. Tabler, 3639
Puhlman avenue, Cheviot, Ohio.
Mrs. Matthews stated, "The
Booklovers' Club wishes to thank
the Booklovers and their friends
who made the grand success of
the card party possible."

·;·:·

LO THIS ONE SINK IN. It's titled: Lucky-smoking golfer lining

up putt. He may miss the putt, but he's not missing out on better
taste. Luckies give you better taste every time. That's because
they're made of fine tobacco-light, mild, naturally good-tasting
tobacco that's TOASTED to taste better. So follow throughjoin the swing to Luckies. Nothing beats better taste-and you'll
say Luckies are the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price
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SPOOK'S LAUNDIY
Walter Osterman
U. of Florida

c
CHAIN un11
Frank Spear
U. of Mass.

This coming 3unday, at 1 p.rn.
the Council of the Ohio-Kentucky
NFCCS Region will hold a meet-
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WOIK DONI IY
NIAi WOODPICIC•
Pauline Law
Barnard

CIGARETTES

Students!

EARN s251

Cut yourself in on tho Lucky
Droodle gold mine. We pay $25
for all we use-and for 11 whole
raft we don't use! Send >'.our
Droodles with descriptive t1tlee.
Include your name, addrees, college and class and the name and
address of the dealer in your college town from whom you buy
cigarettes most often. Address:
Lucky Droodle, Box 67 A, Mount
Vernon, N. Y.
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NFCCS Meets At XU
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LUCKllS TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
f

QA.T.Co.
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Versatile Xavier

Professor Noted Author, Convert

Conversion Recounted 111
Recent Scliolarly W 01·k
By Dick Weik
Newa A.saociale Editor
Dr. Herbert T. Schwartz,
professor of philosophy at
Xavier, is one of 12 prominent
persons whose stories of conversion to Catholicism are
featured in a recent book edited
by Rev. John A. O'Brien, Ph.D.,
of Notre Dame University, entitled Where Dwellest Thou? In
the book Fr. O'Brien refers
to Dr. Schwartz as a brilliant
and versatile philosopher who
knocked humbly at the door of
the Church. Also, says Fr. O'Brien, "He is equally at home
in mathematics, literary criticism, poetry, and science, while
he has gained distinction in
music and philosophy."
Dr. Schwartz was born in New
York City on Dec. 4, 1903. He
attended the University of Michigan where he took the premedical course and minored in
literary criticism. Upon completion of his premedical studies,
Dr. Schwartz entered the medical school at Michigan but left
before the end of the semester
because the emphasis on memorization was uncongenial to his
make-up.
Ph.D. From Columbia
He returned to New York City
and attended Columbia University where he majored in philosophy under Richard McKeon.
He received his Ph. D. from
Columbia in 1935, writing a
scholarly work on The Philosophy of Music.
During his studies Dr. Shwartz
came in contact with the writings of St. Thomas Aquinas.
This was the beginning of his
conversion t o the Catholic
.
Church.
Dr. Schwartz taught music at
the University of Chicago, mathematics at St. John's College;
Anapolis, Md., and philosophy at
Laval University, Canada, and
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. He joined the philosophy department at Xavier in
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Dr. Herbert T. Schwartz
campus that the rabbi in charge
of the spiritual welfare of Jewish students called the University chaplain, a Congregationalist,

to complain.
" 'This Schwartz is teaching
straight Catholicism to dozens
of young Jewish students in his
home, and they are being influenced by what he says,' the
rabbi objected.
"I have always admired the
answer the chaplain gave. 'If
your students cannot withstand
the logic of the Catholic Church,
then perhaps that is where they
belong.'
Professor of l\lusic
"T h i s dazzling philosopher
Schwartz also happened to be a
musician. He was my professor
of musical form and analysis,
and he taught the course according to strictly Thomistic principles. My reaction? Bitter resentment, stronger perhaps because

the Thomistic logic seemed so
unanswerable."
In the Benziger Bros. three
volume edition of the Summa
Theologica, Dr. Schwartz did
the work on the five demonstrations for the proof of the
Existence of God, which appear
in volume III. He also wrote the
epilogue in the book Essays on
Thomism which consists of essays by prominent philosophers,
includini Etienne Gibson and
Jacques Maritain. And he has
written articles in such philosophical journals as The Thom-ist,
New Scholsticism, and Theologiicai Studies. Dr. Schwartz's most
recent article is entitled "Our
Knowledge of Knowledge."
The story about Dr. Schwartz
in Where Dwellest Thou? en-

titled "God's Love Breaks
Through," is not the first to be
written about him. He was also
featured in an article written by
Paul Hume in The Sign magazine, a monthly publication of
the Passionist Fathers.
Teacher's Goals
Dr. Schwartz says that the
interests and energy of his teaching are directed to two objectives: (1) to bring metaphysics
into its own as the "regulative
wisdom," that is, the science
conversant with the first principles of all the special sciences,
interpreting them correctly in
order to bring men to God
through a realization of the order
He created, and (2) to teach
people how to use the mind to
learn how to love God.
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One of Dr. Schwartz's students
at Chicago University was Paul
HullJe, now a well-known music
critic, radio broadcaster, contributor to magazines, and professor
of music at Georgetown University. Hume became prominent in
Dec. 1950 when the then President Harry S. Truman wrote him
a vitriolic letter after Hume had
appraised a voice concert given
in Washington by Mr. Truman's
daughter, Margaret. The story
of Mr. Hume's conversion to
the Church also appears in Where
Dwellest Thou?
Testimonial
In his story in Where Dwellest
Thou? entitled "Double Take,"
Hume says that while he was
attending Chicago University, the
school was in its first great
flowering as a center of Aristotelian..:Thomistic teaching. Continuing, Hume writes: "Mortimer Adler•. was the1·e and a
younger follower of the same
pattern named Herbert Schwartz.
As a recent convert from Judaism to the Catholic Church,
Schwartz was so powerful around

THE NEW BEL AIR SPORT SEDAN with Body by Fiahr-one of 20 frialty new Chevrolet model1.

It's enough to quicken anybody's pulse, the way
this powerful new Chevrolet takes to the highway!
When you feel that big bore VS come alive, ,and your hem:t. skip~ a
beat, chalk it up to Chevrolet's zestful, lets-go-places spmt, with
horsepower ranging up to 225. This is the car, you know, that took
top honors in the NASCAR Daytona Beach time trials. Chevy won
both the acceleration and flying mile contests for popular-priced cars
-and both in record-breaking time! Come on in and hear what your
heart has to say about Chevrolet. Why not make it soon?

To The Woods, Men
The Dormitory Council plans
to hold a picnic on Ascension
Thursday, May 10, in conjunction with the Chicago Club.
Taking place at Sharon :Woods,
the picnic will be open to all
dctm students. The only charge
made. will be for the drinks.
Mel Brennan is in charge of
refreshments and Jude Zwick
will supervise the publicity.
Transportation will be provided
for all who want to go.

AIR-CONDITIONING-TEMPERATURES MADE TO ORDER-AT NEW LOW COST. LET US DEMONSTRATE!

._,._

....................... ------------·----------------------------- -------·------------· ............... -........................ --------· -- -.. ---· --..... ------ .......... -.. --. --- . ---- .. ------...... -----..... ..

See Your Chevrolet Dealer
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It can't happen
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l'ew of us believe that a member of the family
may face a hospital stay within the next year. Nothing wrong with us.
Why, we're feeling fine. But the averages aren't so optimistic.
Just about every other family on your street will have a patient in a
hospital sometime this year. It works out to about one patient out of
every eight people.
And if you or any member of your family needs immediate hospitaliza·
tion, you may face an agonizing wait for admittance. Why? There bas
been no broad expansion of our hospital facilities in the past 25 years!
In plain terms, we the people need facilities for at least 600 more
patients every day of the year! And we also need X-ray, general labor•·
tory and other services that will make possible the admittance of an
additional 240 patients every day.
The price tag is as big as the job-$17,500,000.
Where can you look for the money? Our hospitals certainly do not
have the resources to make a $17,500,000 investment.

The one best place to look is your own heart and your own pocketbook.
Spread over a period of 3 years, how much can you afford to pledge
to the Greater Cincinnati Hospital Funds Campaign?
Before you answer, you might consider this:

To save your life and the lives of the people you
love most, you can't make a better investment.
Published in the interest of Greater Cincinnati Hospital Funds, Inc.,
and participating hospitals-BETHESDA. CATHERINE BOOTH • CHRIST •
DEACONESS • Gooo SAMARITAN • HOLMES. JEWISH • OUR LADY OF
MERCY• ST. FRANCIS• ST. GEORGE• ST. MARY'S.
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The Night Side of The News
Social Club Plans For1nal Spring Dance
By Stllly Evm1s
As the school year creeps into non-existence, the XUEC
Social Club is busy formula ting plans for its social finale, the
Annual Spring Formal. This event will close the social calendar for the year.
The purpose of the social club is to better acquaint students with one another through
social affairs. Membership is open
to all EC students. Those who
wish to join it next year may
leave their names in the office
now, and they will be contacted
at the beginning of the fall semester.
Club Officers
Officers of the club for this
year were Bob Stautberg, president; Ellie Hagedorn, vice-president; ·Shirley Beck, secretary;
and Ray Noschang, treasurer. Advisors to the club were Gail
Amold, Auggie Geier, Dick Glassmeyer, and Marty Bower.
The first major social event of
the Club was the Get-A<:quainted
Dance, which was held Oct. 11 at
the Evening College Auditorium.
Ray Noschang and Shirley Beck
were co-chairmen of this event.
Under the supervision of Gail
Arnold and Dick Glassmeyer, the
EC float for the Homecoming
Parade on Oct. 27 was completed.
Theme for the float was "Boston
Baked Beans."
Girls Make Good
The Xavier student body elected
EC students Marilyn Mussman
Homecoming Queen, and Dottie
Lohr and Carol Dickman as her
attendants.
On Dec. 2 the Social Club sponsored the dance "Campus Capers" ,

Trial Compro1nise
Has Four Points
(Continued from Page 1)
ation of the Council Traffic Committee.
The trial compromise consists
of four elements:
First, there shall be no parking on the east side of the disputed block from 7 to 9 in the
morning and 4 to 6 in the evening. These are the hours when
Ledgewood residents are most
likely to be leaving or entering
their driveways.
Second, the petitioners agreed
to notify District Seven police
immediately if they notice any
violation of the new parking restrictions.
Third, parking spaces will be
definitely marked in order to
prevent cars from being parked
too close to driveways. This suggestion was made by Mayor
Charles P. Taft, chairman of the
Traffic Committee.
Fourth, Fr. Ratterman promised the Traffic Committee and
the petitioners that a vigorous
campus campaign would be conducted to inform students of the
trial plan. Fr. Ratterman stated,
"Not only will all violations
bring police action, but will be
frowned upon as being contrary
to the Cnristian conduct demanded of Xavier students."
The News has already volunteered its co-operation in the
execution of point four of this
compromise. Student Council will
have the matter brought before
it when it convenes next Monday,
In addition to Mayor Taft,
Mrs. Dorothy N. Dolbey and former Mayor Carl W. Rich were
pres~nt at the meeting as members of the Traffic Committee.
Other officials involved in the
meeting were Mr. George W.
Howie, director of Traffic and
Utilities, and Mr. Charles R.
McHugh, secretary of the Traffic
Committee.

which was held at the Armory
on the Evanston campus. At the
dance, Charlene DuMont was
elected Campus Queen.
With Christmas "just around
the corner," the Social Club
adopted the spirit of charity. Collections were taken up in all EC
classes for the purchase of food
and toys which were distributed
by Club members on Dec. 21, 22,
and 23.
Club Holds Dance
On Feb. 3, the Social Club held
its next dance, which was dubbed
"Evening Shadows," in the Armory on the Evanston campus.
Plans for the Spring Formal
are now definitely being made.
Under the chairmanship of Bob
Stautberg, plans are being made
to make it the most' successful
formal dance in the history of
the Evening College. Preliminary
steps were taken when a representative of the club's Board of
Governors visited each class and,
in the classes where there were
female students, accepted nominations for the "Lady of the
Evening Division."
Vote This Weck
Balloting to choose the finalists for this tii.le is being held
this week at the Evening College. All EC students will be
allowed· one vote. Finalists will
be announced on May 11. After
two weeks of campaigning, final
votes for the Lady and her two
attendants will take place at the
Spring Formal. Each couple present will be given one vote to cast
for their favorite candidate.
Scene of the sen-ii-formal Spring
Formal will be at the Marie
Antoinette Ballroom on May 25.
Time will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Trumpeter Joe Perrin and
his seven men will provide the
musical background for the terpsicorean activity.
Tickets Available
Tickets can be purchased from
the finalists for the queenship,
·from social club officers, or in
the Evening College office. The
donation is five dollars per
couple, which also provides a
corsage for the la femme member
of the couple.
All students of the Evening
College are encouraged to attend
the formal with their husbands,
wives, or dates. They may also
invite outside friends. The formal
will be a fine opportunity to
meet your professors and fellow
students outside the classroom
and will afford the married students a chance to treat their
connubial mates to a big night
out.

TUXEDO
RENTAL

Gr1tpenhoff Seeks
Political Position
Senior John Grupenhoff, who
holds a long and impressive record of activity here on campus
over the course of his four years,
is running for election as Precinct Executive
in precinct R
of the twentyfirst ward, in
the May 8, in
the Democratic
Primary.
John's. political record
dates from
Sept. 2, 1955,
when he turned
Politico
21, and became
eligible to vote, and has been on
the move ever since.
On Nov. 2, John was appointed
Precinct Judge in Precinct M of
Ward 21, and se1·ved in that
capacity during the November
elections.
In February of this year, he
registered for the primaries, and
is subsequently running for the
executive post. Precinct executives must be elected to their
posts. John is running for the
office.

=

Neiv Features Highlight Class
Elections; Recortl Vote ·cast
Several new features char- a sound truck which announced
acterized the election early the elections between classes and
this week. For the first time urged students to vote. The
Board also published official
in several years the Board of election information about each
Elections was composed of candidate. A record number of
men who are not elected members of Student Council.
These executive officers carried out the instructions of Council that this was to have been
"The biggest and best run election in the history of Xavier."
The Board of Elections, under
Ed Durkin and Harold Baumeister, co-chairmen, revamped the
voting procedure. Voting booths
were borrowed from the Hamilton County Board of Elections
and set up in the back room of
South Hall. Poll clerks were on
duty consistently between 8:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Each voter was required to
show identification and to sign
talley books, which \Yere also
secured from t h e Hamilton
County Board of Elections.
The Rubel Baking Co. provided

students voted. Exactly 752 students cast ballots. This was 65
percent of the electorate.

Favret Speaks· To
Accounting Society
Mr. James R. Favret, CPA of
the firm of Haskins and Sells,
was the guest speaker at the
Xavier Accounting Society dinner meeting last Friday, April
20.

At the meeting Mr. Erv Stadler, CPA and president of the
Ohio Chapter of Certified Public
Accountants presented the Society with a reference work on
accounting. This reference work
was deposited in the library for
the use of accounting students.

Life Was Unbearable For J. · Paul Sbcc1ly* Till
Wildroot C1·eam-Oil Gave Him Confidence

CONCLUSION

The trial of Xavier's mysterious lawn-digger-upper was closed
to the press because of heated
public sentiment. Consequently,
The News is unable to continue
its report of the campus rose
garden.

Sheedy's honey kept giving him the cold shoulder. "This is more than I can
bear! \Vhy not be, n·ice ?" he moaned. "\Vhat fur?" she demanded, "It'll
be a frosty Friday before I date you again. And just in glacier wondering
why, take a look at your shaggy hair." This made Sheedy
paws and think. So he got Wildroot Cream·Oil and
now he's the picture of confidence. His hair is handsome
and healthy looking, neat but not greasy. \Vildroot con·
tains the heai·t of Lanolin, Nature's finest hair and scalp
conditioner. Take Sheedy's advice. \'V'hether your hair
is straight or curly, blonde, red, black or bruin, keep it
neat with \Vildroot Cream-Oil. In bottles or handy
tubes. It's the bearies !
.....,..*"
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Wildroot Cream-Oii
gives you confidence
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XAVIER SPECIALS
"88" Tudor sedan, heater, jetaway hydromatic, chrome discs
'56 OLDSMOBILE "88"
$2386
Holiday Coupe, heater, jetaway
'56 OLDSMOBILE hydromatic, white wall tires, chrome discs $2592
Century 4-door Hardtop Riviera, dyna'56 BUICK
flow-radio, heater, white tires
$2685
"88" 4-door sedan, radio, heater, hydro'55 OLDSMOBILE matic, white wall tires
$2085
Be_I Air, Tudor, radio, heater, Powerglide,
'53 CHEVROLET white wall tires
$ 975
'52 OLDSMQBI LE "88"
Tudor Sedan, radio, heater, hydromatic, white wall tires
$ 885
'51 CHEVROLET 4-door Sedan, radio, heater, turn signals $ 495
c 1-1 EAPI ES - - - - - - - '46's '48's
$ 195
to

*

See Matt or Bill

LANDEN, LTD.
606 Vine St.

up to 36 months to pay

107 New Cars, 93 Used Cars to choose from.
COLUMBIA

P ArkwaJ 1-13'5

5th & SYCAMORE
~919'~~'"W-a• -

PAGSNDU

•O

OLDS
GA 1-8800
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STUNT NIGHT PROVES LAUGH-PROVOKING SUCCESS
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Skits Cover B.G. Field,
F1·om Profs To D01·ms
By Bruno Wolff
News Senior Editor
Firecrackers split the air,
drunkometer machines blew
up, professors chased students, and students ran after
teachers, while the spectators,
who nearly filled the armory,
approved the antics with their
frequent laughter.
The occasion was, as Tom
Walsh, mast e r-o £-ceremonies,
said, "The :first annual student
stunt night." It was an opportunity :for the students to throw
some jibes at those teachers
whose mannerisms and characteristics leave them wide open
to the talents of mimics.

When the skits were finished
and the winners announced, there
was a dance in the armory with
recordings of the Dorsey Brothers
band. The crowd jumped up and
down to the beat of drum and
wail of horn. Dr. Cormac Capon
took Dr. Toucariav-Appinez's
financee and danced around the
armory with her while spectators
looked on and admired the faststepping classics professor. But
the fiance of the girl decided that

'fhese are shots talten at the Dol'mitory Council's Stunt Night last Fl'iday. (1) From left to right,
"Dixie" l\lcBrayer, ns Fr. Cut LaBranchoff, answers a question for Noah Nothin (Clo :Muelleman) and
Ivan Azer (Tom Grube1•). "That's Logic for You!" was awarclecl first 1>rize. (2) Lt. Col ..J. C. Atchbrown
(Charlie Heyd) examines n shrub of l~r. J_,a Fungus, S.J. (Jim lmfclcl) as Fr. Bushwacker, S.J., acting
clean, (Bill Cortez) looks on. 'l'he "Faculty Meeting" took second place. (3) Fr. C. C. (!\'like Joyce) discusses the "campus" situation with Fr. I ... Deacon (Bob Jones) as three plainclothesmen wait to trail
students with week-encl passes. "Lively Uay at Ivy Hall" was awarded thil'd 1uize, a beel' mug.

it was his turn to dance and he
cut in on them. Dr. Capon drew
his short sword and took a swing
at Appincz, who ducked. Appinez
ran back toward his coat, picked
up his brief case and hurled it

twenty feet at the lunging Capon
whom it struck solid in the abdomen. Capon and sword clattered to the ground.
But someone had called the
riot squad from Brockman Hall

and a troop of Pershing Rifles
marched in to restore order and
prevent riot. Tom Walsh ascended
the platform, took a mike, and
announced that the dance was
over.

Appropriate Opening

The show opened with Tom
Walsh announcing in true Fr.
Ratterman style that there will
be no smoking at this convocation. Following the opening
message from Walsh, a faculty
meeting, presided over by Acting Dean Bushwacker, S.J., was
called to discusss principles of
liberal arts education. Charlie
Heyd, as Lt. Col. J. C. Atchbrown,
Underground Balloon Corps. stole
the show with his erudite commentry on the liberal arts, "Whad
he say?"
Then came a lecture by Dr.
Bernard U. Toucanav-Appinez
with Jim Wiggs doing the dirty
work. "You'ave a problem? Eh,
isn't that right." Fortunately for
Dr. Toucanav-Appinez, who was
to have a duel with Kluberantian
Fr. Tillman, the latter had left
town on business. It is common
knowledge that Fr. Tillman has
never lost a duel.
F.B.I. On Scene

Two presentations of life in
the dorms were next on the
program, one depicting the state
of things in Elet Hall and the
other showing a comparison between Fr. C. C.'s police organization in Brockman Hall and
J. Edgar Hoover's FBI. There
were phantoms setting off firecrackers and men in trench coats
with their hats pulled down over
their foreheads. Heyd, dressed in
short pants, pranced around the
stage watering Fr. No-ah Elet's
(Jim Imfeld) flowers and setting
off firecrackers when Fr. Elet's
head was turned.
Bob Jones played Father Lou
in the Brockman skit, which portrayed t h e cloak-and-dagger
work done to catch students who
try to get late permission, wander in while under the influence
o! alcohol, or who return late
from a date.
Logic Win.!I

But the stunt that earned the
laurel crown was the one that
was presented last. Fr. Cutt
LaBranchoff (J. Harold McBrayer) stormed through a Sission ol logic class. When class
was over, he walked with topheavy determination around the
1udience.
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To the touch ••• to the taste, Firm and pleasing to the lips
an Accu-Ray Chesterfield satis- ... mild yet deeply satisfying to
fies the most ... burns more the taste - Chesterfield alone is
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